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Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit einer Auswertung des Gravitationswellenereignises GW170817
detektiert durch die LIGOundVirgoObservatorien. Anhand dieses Systems aus sich umkreis-
enden Neutronensternen sollen Abweichungen zu der Vorhersage der allgemeinen Relativ-
itätstheorie, insbesondere eine schnellere Erhöhung der Frequenz in der Wellenform, ge-
sucht werden. Sowohl Modi�kationen dieser Theorie, als auch ein E�ekt auf Grund der An-
wesenheit von dunkler Materie stellen dafür mögliche Erklärungen dar. Für die Auswertung
der Daten wird ein statistischer Rückschluss auf die Eigenschaften des Systems durchgeführt,
welcher, auf Grund der Komplexität dieses Vorgangs, nurmittels numerischerMethoden bew-
erkstelligt werden kann und eines Hochleistungsrechners für das Ausführen vonMonte-Carlo-
Simulationen bedarf. Um sicherzustellen, dass diese Umsetzung zu belastbaren Ergebnis-
sen führt, wurden diese mit den verö�entlichten Informationen über das Neutronensternsys-
tem des LIGO Observatoriums abgeglichen, bevor zusätzliche Parameter eingeführt wurden.
Dabei zeigte sich grundsätzlich eine Übereinstimmung mit den LIGO Analysen, die Sim-
ulationen müssen aber weiter optimiert werden, um belastbare Evidenz für oder gegen die
Anwesenheit einer zusätzlichen Kraft zu liefern.

Abstract

In this work the GW170817 gravitational wave merger event from the LIGO/Virgo observat-
ory is analyzed. The data of the binary neutron star system should be searched for di�erences
to the predictions of general relativity: A faster increase in frequency of the system could
give a hint to necessary modi�cations of the theory or the presence of light scalar dark mat-
ter particles. The analysis is done by an Bayesian inference. The complexity of this method
only allows for a numerical approach with a representation of the mathematical operations by
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods and still needs to be done on a supercomputer. To ensure
for the validity of the results, these were �rst compared to the published information about the
system by the LIGO cooperation, before additional parameters were introduced. This resul-
ted in general in comparable parameters to the LIGO analysis, but to allow for the search for
evidence of the presence of an additional force a further optimisation of the inferences has to
be done.
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Introduction

1. Introduction

When we contemplate the enormous revolution in our understanding of the universe that
has come from electromagnetic astronomy over the four centuries since Galileo, we are led
to wonder what revolution will come from gravitational astronomy, and from its
multi-messenger partnerships, over the coming four centuries.

Nobel Lecture 2017
Kip S. Thorne, LIGO initiator

[1, Concl.]

With the �rst gravitational wave detection in 2015, shortly after the Advanced LIGO obser-
vatory started its �rst observation run, a completely new era of astronomy began. Since the
beginning of mankind the (night) sky was watched to learn about what is out there in the
cosmos. Although our observation techniques evolved massively, making it possible to gather
information about very small and faint objects and going beyond the visual frequency range, we
have always been limited by only having the information accessible from the electromagnetic
radiation that reaches us. But with this detection we opened another channel of observation,
starting the era of multi-messenger astronomy. [2]

Gravitational waves as phenomena of the theory of general relativity were predicted quite early
after the theory’s publication. But because of the weakness of the force of gravity the predicted
e�ects from these waves were so small, that it was not seen as unlikely for them never to be
found in real measurements. Though, in the 1970th with the Hulse-Taylor-pulsar a �rst sys-
tem was found, where e�ects of this radiation play an important role. It is a binary of two
neutron stars emitting a rhythmic radio signal based on their orbiting period. It was found that
the decrease of this period �ts very well to the energy-loss from gravitational waves emission,
resulting in a decrease of their distance. [3] By that the Hulse-Taylor-pulsar observation was
the �rst indirect evidence for the existence of gravitational waves.

Figure 1: Artistic impression of the gravitational wave signal of a binary neutron star (reprinted
from [4]).
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Introduction

With the LIGO and Virgo observatories direct observations became possible and until now
several similar systems to the �rst one detected in 2015 were observed: Inspiraling each other
until colliding and merging into a new compact object. Figure 2 gives an overview of the de-
tections, also showing that with the event from the 17th of August 2017 there is only one
binary neutron star system observed by these (Information about the event including an aud-
itory representations of the signal can be found at [5].), making this data very unique, until the
upcoming observation run beginning in March 2023 hopefully will �nd more of its kind.

Figure 2: Initial and �nal masses of all observed gravitational wave detections with only one
pure neutron star event GW170817 highlighted in red (modi�ed and reprinted from
[6]).

Neutron star binaries are of special interest, because as compact objects strong gravitational
forces rule their dynamics. Although, gravity is still not strong enough for separating regions
by an event horizon in these, which would drastically reduce the information that is send out.
This would lead to a less complex system, but by that also a less capable cosmic laboratory.
However one has to have in mind that in contrast to black holes their geometry is determined
by their inner structure. For this the equation of state is still unknown, so ones results have to
hold independent of its actual form. [7]

The goal of this work is to look for di�erences in the dynamics during the inspiral and by
that to �nd a hint for a necessary modi�cation of the theory of gravity or for e�ects of dark
matter. Having neutron stars which are not only made of regular matter, but additionally are
surrounded by a cloud of dark matter particles, will lead to an additional attracting force, when
these start interacting. This will result in a modulation of the chirping signal, as if an upwards
key change happens before the �nal orbits.

2



Theoretical framework

2. Theoretical framework

For this work the most important bedrock is the theory of general relativity (GR) . It de-
scribes the dynamics of the observed compact objects like neutron stars, the structure of these
themselves and even how we can receive the information about the systems via gravitational
waves (GW) . All this behaviour can be derived from its central part, the Einstein equations:
G`a = 8c T`a .1 They relate the curvature and by this the geometry of the universe via the
metric of the spacetime contained in the Einstein tensorG`a to its content represented by the
energy-momentum-tensor T`a . A good overview of GR and its implications in Astronomy
can be found in [3, ch. 17].

For this work, we will focus on GW and compact objects, before entering the realm of another
fundamental theory: quantum �eld theory (QFT) for the description of dark matter (DM) as
particles.

2.1. Gravitational waves

Considering the Einstein equations one has a set of second order di�erential equations. But it
is not obvious that this will lead to a solution for radiation, as a simple wave equation like we
know from electromagnetism (⇤ A` = 0) would do. Looking for wave-like solutions [8, ch.
1.8] suggests considering spacetimes with small curvature represented by a line element which
consists of a �at spacetime [ `a plus a small deviation h`a . This can be written as following:

g`a = [ `a + h`a + O

⇣
(h`a )2

⌘
,

��h`a �� ⌧ 1 . (1)

With this we ensure that all terms higher than linear order in h`a will also vanish in the deriv-
atives of the metric and by that also in the Einstein tensor and similar ones. It becomes:

G`a ⌘ R `a =
⇣
m[ d �

d
`]a

⌘
= �1

2

⇣
mdm[ d h`]a + [ `a m

dmghdg
⌘
.2,3 (2)

One part of the �rst term can be identi�ed as the wanted Dalambertian operator acting on
the trace-free perturbation hdg . This is also the only non-vanishing term, if we use the gauge
freedom inherent in GR. By the so called Lorenz gauge (md hda = 0) the other terms are 0
and with the additional condition of h`a being traceless in the �st place, G`a reduces to the
right hand side of an ordinary wave equation. As a third condition one can setT`a to 0, which
�ts well to our assumption of an (besides GW contributions) �at spacetime in the beginning.
Although this can only be true outside the source.

1If not stated otherwise, in this work Planck’s units are used, whereG = c = ~ = 1.
2Here the "bar-operator" is used as a short notation for trace-free tensors de�ned as x `a := x`a � 1/2 [ `a x

d
d .

3In the index notation the square brackets describe the antisymmetrisation of the enclosed indices. For the simple
case of two indices this is x[ `a ] d = 1/2

⇣
x`a d � xa `d

⌘
.
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Theoretical framework

These thee conditions (also stated in [8, ch. 1.8]), de�ne the so-called transverse-traceless (TT)
gauge. For this we �nally get a wave equation

⇤ hTT`a = 0 . (3)

Due to the gauge, 8 degrees of freedom (DOF) of h`a are �xed. So from the in general 10
linear independent components of a second order tensor only 2 DOF are left, with the result
that the solution consists of two plane waves with di�erent polarisation. They are referred to
as plus "+" and cross "⇥". These names correspond to the distortion patterns they introduce
interacting with free falling particles.

To see this another frame is needed. The so called proper detector frame has the property that
the origin of the positions are de�ned by a rigid ruler and are not moving with the incoming
GW like in the TT-frame. If we take a su�ciently small space region, it will be �at, even if
GWs are present. Expanding this to second order it can be seen that, in opposite to the �rst
order which vanishes by de�nition in a free falling frame at the expansion point, there are
non-zero second order terms described by the Riemann tensor and

ds2 = �dt2
⇣
1 + R0i0 j xi x j

⌘
� 2dtdxi

✓
2
3
R0 jik x

jxk
◆
+ dxidx j

⇣
Xi jRik jl x

kxl
⌘
. (4)

For an earthbound detector there are additional terms due to the acceleration of earth’s gravity
g and angular velocity ⌦. This can be found in an early paper by Kip Thorne [9] resulting in
the metric

ds2 = � dt2
⇣
1 + 2 Æg ⇥ Æx + (Æg ⇥ Æx)2 � ( Æ⌦ ⇥ Æx)2 + R0i0 j xi x j

⌘

+ 2dtdxi
✓
Yi jk⌦

j xk � 2
3
R0 jik x

jxk
◆
+ dxidx j

⇣
Xi jRik jl x

kxl
⌘
.

(5)

These additional terms especially the second order ones, which look like �ctitious forces, have
to be subtracted for separating the gravitational waves in the detector signal. Hereinafter it is
assumed that these are changing much slower than the frequency of the gravitational waves
and can be neglected.

From the geodesic equation in this frame taking two points with the distance b the deviation
of this is given by the geodesic deviation equation:

•b i = �Ri0 j0 =
1
2
•hTTi j b i .4 (6)

Here one can see that the e�ect of the gravitational wave just looks like a Newtonian force
between the two points. Assuming a wave propagation in x3-direction h

TT
i j can be written in

its two polarisations

hTTab =

h+

✓
1 0
0 �1

◆
+ h⇥

✓
0 1
1 0

◆�
sin(lt) . (7)

4Here it was used that in the TT-frame the Riemann tensor is directly related to the strain by Ri0 j0 = �1/2 •hTTi j .
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2.1. Gravitational waves

Figure 3: The deformation patterns for a ring of free-falling particles taken from [10, �g. 1.1].

By that (6) simpli�es into a set of di�erential equations for two coupled harmonic oscillators
for the modes. The corresponding patterns can be seen in �gure 3.

The signal of a detector always consists of a mixture of these. The corresponding coe�cients F
in h := F+h+ + F⇥h⇥ are called detector pattern functions. They depend on the angles between
the detector plane and the propagation direction N̂ := (\ , q) (compare �gure 4) as well as the
angle between the x0-axis of the detector frame projected on the sky ê

R
x and the same of the

coordinate system for the polarisation modes Û written as k . [11, ch. 4.2] The arrangement
of these is depicted in �gure 4 resulting in the de�nitions

F+ :=
1
2

⇥
1 + cos2 \

⇤
cos(2q) cos(2k) � cos \ sin(2q) sin(2k) ,

F⇥ :=
1
2

⇥
1 + cos2 \

⇤
cos(2q) sin(2k) � cos \ sin(2q) cos(2k) .

(8)

Figure 4: Sketch of the angels for the detector partition functions from the relative orientation
of the sky frame taken from [11, �g. 3].
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2.2. Creation of gravitational waves

The only question to be answered nowbefore stating the existence of this gravitational radiation
is, how these can be created. For this we have to allow for a non-zero energy-momentum
tensor. This leads to following equation:

⇤ h`a = 16c T`a . (9)

Because this has the same form as the equations for the retarded potentials in electromag-
netism, the solutions also will be analog to this [12, §110]: Integrating T`a retarded by the
di�erence of time t and distance to the origin r over a volume which contains the whole source
results in

h`a = �4
π
1
R

⇣
T`a

⌘
t�r

dV . (10)

For slow velocities (c ⌧ 1) of all objects in the source their di�erence in position for waves
leaving the volume at the same time will be negligibly small and the positions can be assumed
as �xed. Additionally because of (9) the equations of the traceless gauge also have to hold for
T`a and can be rewritten in integral form asπ

Ti j dV =
1
2
m0

2
π
T00 x`xa dV . (11)

With these two we can rewrite hda as an integral only over the energy density component
d :=T00 . Although this de�nition only holds in the non-relativistic case. The expression then
can be recast to include the quadrupole moment of the energyQi j in

hi j = �2
r
m0

2
π
d xi xj dV = �2

r
•Qi j , Qi j :=

π
d

✓
xi xj �

r2

3
Xi j

◆
dV .5 (12)

Picking the direction x1 and assuming a position far away from the source the generated energy
current will travel in the form of a plane wave on the �at background metric as described in
section 2.1. By that it also gets a simpler form: Knowing hi j the component T01 can also be
recast as a function of the quadrupole moment

T01 =
1
16c


§h232 +

1
4

⇣
§h22 � §h33

⌘2�
=

1
4c r2


®Q232 +

1
4

� ®Q22 � ®Q33
�2� . (13)

For the total energy which is radiated away this only has to be integrated over the surface
of the volume. For that the direction will be generalised by the unit vector ni in direction of
propagation. This leads to an average over all directions in the well known quadrupole formula

§E = �
π
T0r dA = �

π
1
r


®Qi j ®Qik nj nk �

1
2

⇣
®Qi j ni nj

⌘2
� 1
4

⇣
®Qi j

⌘2�
dr = �1

5

D
®Qi j 2

E
.6 (14)

5The dot-operator describes the derivative regarding time.
6For the average over all directions a relation for general quadrupole radiation was used. [12, §71]
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2.3. Inspiral of compact objects

2.3. Inspiral of compact objects

Writing the quadrupole formula in SI-units there is an additional factor of c�5. By that the
energy transmitted via GWs will be very small. So looking for GWs compact objects are a good
choice, maximising the strength of the gravitational �eld. The other important part for gener-
ating GWs is having a changing quadrupole tensor. Because of that single compact objects are
excluded as strong sources and we are looking into a system a bit more complex:

Starting with two compact objects orbiting each other and around the x3-axes, in the centre of
mass frame the density distribution in polar coordinates is

d = ` X (r � R) X (q � 2lst)X (\) . (15)

Here ` := (1/m1 + 1/m2)-1 is the reduced mass, R := r1 � r2 the distance of the two objects
and the angle in q-direction is given using Kepler’s law for the orbital frequency ls =

p
M/R3

with M = m1 + m2. [13, ch. 4.1] For this the orbit is assumed to be circular, which is true
after a su�cient amount of energy has radiated away. Putting this into the de�nition of the
quadrupole and then its derivative into the quadrupole formula, the radiated power is

§E = �32
5

(Mcls)10/3 , Mc := `
3/5 M2/5 . (16)

The introduced quantityMc is the so-called chirp mass. It is leading to an important charac-
teristic of the GW signal: Because of the emitted energy the orbital energy will decrease, the
radius will get smaller as well and by that the frequency will increase. So the signal will have a
chirp-like increase in the frequency as well as amplitude while the objects are inspiraling. But
as long as §ls ⌧ l2s , the orbits will be quasi-circular with only a slow change of R, which is not
signi�cant in the total velocity.

Because of that, we can derive the change of the frequency over the orbital energy Eorb for
circular Keplerian motion by replacing the radius with Kepler’s law in

Eorb = �m1m2
2R

= �
✓
M5
c l

2
s

8

◆1/3
, (17)

where in addition to that the de�nition ofMc was used.

From the conservation of energy we know that the derivative of this energy has to be equal to
the energy emitted as GWs. So by setting these equal, one can get the derivative of ls or of
the actual detected GW frequency fgw = ls/c:

§fgw =
96c8/3

5
M5/3
c f 11/3gw . (18)
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Theoretical framework

Because the solution of this di�erential equation diverges at �nite times, it is natural to describe
fgw in terms of the di�erence of time to this event at coalescence tc , which is called g := tc � t.
This results into

fgw =
1
c

✓
256
5

g

◆3/8
M -5/8
c . (19)

Figure 5: Example for the waveform and increasing orbital frequency until coalescence at t = 0
(reprint of [14, �g. 4]).

This can be seen in �gure 5 together with the resulting waveform, which has as a result of the
rising luminosity an increasing amplitude as well. In addition to that we can also compute the
radius and its development over time using this frequency relation and (17):

R =
m1m2
M5/3
c l

2/3
s

=
✓
256
5

`M2 g

◆1/4
. (20)

2.4. Post-Newtonian-formalism

Until nowwe assumed the low velocity approximation of the quadrupole formula. But knowing
that the orbital frequency will increase during the inspiral, this will break down at some point.
To extend the solution to regions in which relativistic e�ects play an important role, we use
perturbation theory in regards to the velocity. This is called post-Newtonian (PN) -formalism
and the order until the expansion is done is called PN-order.
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2.4. Post-Newtonian-formalism

For this we introduce the dimensionless variables for the time coordinate and orbital frequency
as stated in [13, ch. 5.6]:

\ :=
`

5M2 g ,

b := (Mls)2/3 = O

⇣
v2
⌘
.

(21)

By that the corrections of order v can be expressed in powers of b 1/2. With these the Keplerian
orbit can be described simply by inserting the radius-frequency-relation and (20) leading to

b =
M
R

=
1
4
\
-1/4 ,

q = q0 �
M
`

\
5/8 = q0 �

M
32`

b
-5/8 .

(22)

For computing the waveform it is important to expand the expressions to high enough order.
For example one can see from the frequency dependency of the phase of f -5/3 / b -5/2 that for
small frequencies corrections of these diverge or stay �nite up to 2.5PN, so at least all terms
up to 3PN should be kept. For the following derivation the 3.5PN-order is used. For this one
can �nd divergencies in some integrals due to the Dirac delta in the description of point-like
particles, so there is the need for regularisations for this term.

The equation of motion (EOM) has the general form

•xi = �M
R2

h
(1 + A)

xi
r
+ B §xi

i
, (23)

where A and B are very long expressions, which can be found in [15, ch. 9.3]. But for circu-
larised orbits most of their terms can be dropped because of the vanishing radial velocity. To
3.5PN-order the EOM becomes

•xi = �l2s xi � Z §xi , (24)

where

ls =
b 3

M2

⇢
1 + (�3 + a) b +

✓
6 + 41

4
a + a2

◆
b 2

+

�10 +

✓
22 log

✓
r
r0

◆
� 75707

840
+ 41
64

c2
◆
a + 19

2
a2 + a3

�
b 3

�
,

Z = � 32
5

ab 4

M
.

(25)

Here the symmetric mass ratio a := /̀M was introduced as a dimensionless alternative to `
and r0 appears as a gauge-dependent length-scale. This cancels out for physical observable
quantities like the orbital energy

Eorb =
aMb

2

⇢
1 +

✓
�3 + 1

3
a

◆
b

4
+
✓
�27 + 19a + 1

3
a2

◆
b 2

8

+

675 +

✓
34445
9

+ 410
3

c2
◆
a + 310

3
a2 + 35

81
a3

�
b 3

64

�
.

(26)
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Using this together with the PN-expanded version of the energy �ux7

§E =
32aMb 5

5

⇢
1 +

✓
�1247
84

� 35
3
a

◆
b

4
+ 4c b 1.5 +

✓
�44711
1134

+ 9271
63

a + 260
9

a2
◆
b 2

8

�
✓
8191
672

+ 583
24

a

◆
c b 2.5 +

✓
6643739519
1091475

+ 1
12

c2 +
✓
�269086

243
+ 164

3
c2

◆
a

+ 377612
189

a2 + 12400
81

a3
◆
1
64

� 1712
105

W � 856
105

log (16b )
�
b 3

+
✓
�16285
504

+ 214745
1728

a + 193385
3024

a2
◆
cb 3.5

�

(27)

in the energy balance equation and solving these analog to section 2.3 leads to the solution
TaylorF2 [16], which uses the stationary phase approximation (SPA) , for the orbital phase

 ( f ) = 2ctc f �
c

4
+  (F2)

3.5 PN �  c (28)

with tc and the phase  c at this point in time set by boundary conditions. The term  (F2)
3.5 PN

due to the PN-correction is de�ned as

 (F2)
3.5 PN :=

3
128a

b �2.5
⇢
1 + 20

9

✓
743
336

+ 11
4
a

◆
b � 16c b 1.5

+ 10
✓
3058673
1016064

+ 5429
1008

a + 617
144

a2
◆
b 2

+
✓
38645
756

+ 65
9
a

◆ 
1 + 3 log

✓
b

bl so

◆�
c b 2.5

+

11583231236531
4694215680

� 640
3

c2 � 6848
21

⇣
W + log

⇣
4b 0.5

⌘⌘

+
✓
�15737765635

3048192
+ 2255

12
c2

◆
a + 76055

1728
a2 + 127825

1296
a3

�
b 3

+
✓
77096675
254016

+ 378515
1512

a � 74045
756

a2
◆
cb 3.5

�
.

(29)

7Here W is the Euler-Mascheroni constant (W = 0.577 21...).
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2.5. Tidal deformability

2.5. Tidal deformability

For a binary neutron star (NS) system there is an additional correction term for the phase.
This  TID term comes from the fact that they are no perfect spheres and adds to the phase
corrections from the PN expansion. In the lowest order it has the form

 TID = � 9
16

b 2.5

a

✓
1 + 12 m2

m1

◆
⇤1 +

✓
1 + 12 m1

m2

◆
⇤2

�
, (30)

where ⇤1 and ⇤28 are the tidal deformabilities (TDs) of the NSs.

Because of this the TDs �rst appear in PN-order 5. But, because  TID is typically larger than
the terms in the PN-expansion, it still plays an important role for the inspiral dynamics. By
describing the deviation from the spherical shape of the NSs, when a force between these is
present, they are a measure for how closely the system resembles two interacting point-like
particles. It can be found that the TDs of NSs are very large [18], so the reaction to the tidal
�eld is very small and this approximation is valid.

In general the TDs depend on the equation of state (EOS) , for which there are many di�erent
models describing NSs, but if the two obey the same EOS, also their TDs are related. [19]
Introducing the symmetric TD ⇤s := 1/2 (⇤1 + ⇤2), the antisymmetric TD ⇤a := 1/2 (⇤1 � ⇤2)
and the mass ratio q := m1/m2 one can �nd an EOS-insensitive relation for⇤a like stated in [20]:

⇤a = Fn (q) ⇤s
a +Õ3

i=1
Õ2
j=1 bi j q

j ⇤
-i/5
s

a +Õ3
i=1

Õ2
j=1 ci j q j ⇤

-i/5
s

, Fn (q) :=
1 � q10/(3�n)
1 + q10/(3�n)

(31)

with the coe�cients a, bi j and ci j given in table 1. Using this relation there is only ⇤s left as a
free parameter in  TID.

a

0.075 50

b11 b12 b21 b22 b31 b32

�2.235 0.8474 10.45 �3.251 �15.70 13.61

c11 c12 c21 c22 c31 c32

�2.048 0.5976 7.941 0.5658 �7.360 �1.320

Table 1: Numerical coe�cients for the TD-relation in (31) taken from [20, tab. 1].

8These are de�ned as the ratio of an external tidal �eld and the resulting quadrupole moment of the object cal-
culated to linear order. They are related to the so-called tidal Love numbers by ⇤ = b -5 k2. [17]
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Modi�cations of the neutron star system

3. Modifications of the neutron star system

Until now we assumed that the only present force regarding the inspiral dynamics is gravity.
Introducing another force we can alter the dynamics signi�cantly, as long as this �fth force has
a di�erent dependency on the distance of the NSs. [21] This force is mediated by a scalar �eld
and it will be shown, how modi�cations of gravity as well as the presence of particle DM can
result in equivalent dynamics to the presence of a scalar �eld.

3.1. Neutron star inspirals with scalar forces

The NSs are again treated as point-like objects, but with an additional scalar �eld and for that a
mass mi and a charge qi are assigned to them. With this, in a scenario where the corresponding
massive scalar �eld q with potentialV is linearly coupled to the trace of the energymomentum
tensorT , the action neglecting gravity like stated in [22, ch. II] is

S = �
π 

mq2

2
2 +V � V qT

�
d4x . (32)

In this the parameter V is dimensionless and describes the strength of the coupling to the �eld.
Neglecting relativistic e�ects T reduces to just the matter density d. If we now also assume a
static scalar density �eld q0(r) with the mass ms the EOM is

q000 + 2
r
q00 = m

2
s q0 + V d . (33)

Solving this second order di�erential equation one can simply use a Green’s function and the
assumption of a point-like object9 from the beginning:

q0(r) = V

π
e�ms (r�r̃ )

|r � r̃ | d(r̃) dr̃ = V
e�msr

r
mi + q1 . (34)

Taking now the situation of two NSs with the �eld of one inducing a force on the other one,
this force is

Fq = VM2rq = V 2m1m2r
✓
e�mr

r

◆
= q1q2m1m2r

✓
e�msr

r

◆
, (35)

where for the last step a potential energy Vq was de�ned in analogy to gravity. This has the
form of a Yukawa-type potential:

Vq := �q1m1
e�msr

r
. (36)

9The point-like nature is described by the Dirac distribution and d(r) := Mi X (r).
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3.1. Neutron star inspirals with scalar forces

A connection between the charges and coupling strength V can be established, if m1 = m2 ⌘ m
and q1 = q2 ⌘ q. In this case one can read from (35) that q =

p
2 V , which can even be done,

if one only assumes the NSs to be constant density spheres with a radius rc. For this case [22,
ch. II] shows that

q2 =

(
2V 2 if �rcrc > 1

2V 2
⇣
3�rc
rc

⌘
if �rcrc ⌧ 1

,
�rc
rc

= (q1 � qc)
rc

6VM
, (37)

where the �rst case is the expected result equal to a point charge. For this work we will focus
on systems were this is the case and �rc

rc
is small.

If we now describe the dynamics of an inspiral as discussed in section 2.3 having the distance
R, (35) leads to

|Fs | =
q1q2m1m2

R2
(1 + msR) e�msR (38)

for the magnitude of the attractive force between the NSs.

Because the range of the force is determined by the Compton wavelength _ := 1/ms, it is ex-
pected that this force starts to play a signi�cant role in the �nal stages of the inspiral, where the
orbit has circularised. So for the orbital frequency ls we can take the Keplerian relation also
used in section 2.3 and modify it for the additional centrifugal force, so it gets

l2s =
M
R2

A , A(q1, q2, msR) := 1 + q1q2 (1 + msR) e�msR . (39)

Also for the change of the orbital frequency (18) has to be modi�ed. For this we take a version
of (17) were the additional force is added and di�erentiate it resulting in

§Eorb =
d
dt

"
�
✓
M5
c l

2
s

8

◆1/3#
= B(q1, q2, msR) `Rls §ls . (40)

In this the dimensionless coe�cient b was de�ned as

B(q1, q2, msR) := 1 �
4A

3 + q1q2 (3 + 3msR + m2s R2) e�msR
. (41)

Then also the additional loss of energy due to scalar radiation has to be taken into account.
This is in contrast to the GW radiation related to the dipole moment for its lowest term. By
that the frequency will be the same as the orbital frequency and the emitted power is

§Es =
⇥
`R(q1 � q2) l2s

⇤2
6

. (42)

Having both sources of energy loss – the gravitational radiation in (16) and scalar radiation in
(42) – one can again use the balance equation to get an expression for the change of the orbital
frequency and by that also of the frequency of the GW

§fgw =
A2/3

�3B
96c8/3

5
M5/3
c f 11/3gw . (43)
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Modi�cations of the neutron star system

This shows that, because by de�nition A > 1 and B 2 (1, 1/3), the frequency increase will
be higher than in the GR case and also the frequency at coalescence will be higher due to the
additional force and faster orbital frequency.

Generally speaking an analytic expression for the frequency and the phase can not be obtained.
But simulation results of these for di�erent masses can be found in [22, �g. 1&2], an example
for the modi�cation of the strain of the GW is calculated in [23] and in the limit, where the
scalar mass goes to 0, there is the expression

 ( f ) = 2ctc f �
c

4
+ 3
4(1 + U2)2/3

(8cMc f )-5/3 �  c , (44)

where  c is an integration constant de�ned by the phase at time of coalescence.

3.2. f (R)-gravity

A simple modi�cation to GR can be done by generalising the Einstein-Hilbert action and,
instead of the Ricci scalar R itself, allowing for arbitrary functions of it by

S /
π p

-g f (R) d4x + SM .10 (45)

It can be shown that this is dynamically equivalent to GR with a scalar �eld q / ln f 0(R) [24]
and the action

S̃ /
π p

-g̃

R̃ � 1

2
m` q m`q �Vq

�
d4x + S̃M . (46)

This class of theories is very interesting because it can be used to model in�ation as well as
the current accelerated expansion of the universe with a scalar �eld [25] and also viable dark
matter candidates.

For this work it is assumed that f (R) is of the form f (R) = R + a2R2, where there is only one
additional parameter a2 resulting in the potential

Vq / m2q
⇣
1 � e-V q

⌘2
, mq :=

Vp
a2
. (47)

It can be shown that in this case stable solutions for NSs can be constructed (modi�ed mass
radius relations and equations of state can be found in [26]). For these the coupling V has the
strength V = 1/

p
6 and as expected also in the picture of a scalar �eld there is only one free

parameter. [22, ch. III]

10In GR g is the determinant of the metric tensor g`a .
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3.3. Axion dark matter

3.3. Axion dark matter

For DM there are many possibilities to construct viable candidates. Assuming that it is de-
scribed by fundamental particles well studied candidates are axions. These are very light bo-
sons with only a weak coupling to regular matter. [27, ch. 2]

They were originally postulated as a result of a spontaneous symmetry breaking in the Peccei-
Quinn (PQ) -mechanism. This is a solution to the charge conjugation and parity (CP) -problem,
which means that the standard model of particle physics or to be more precise the structure of
the strong nuclear force11 permits a combined braking of the symmetry in these two quantities.

But strong CP-violating interactions inside the neutron would result in it having a large electric
dipole moment, which is contradicting experimental constrains. By that the violating term has
to be very small, which is in contrast to the assumption of the "naturalness" of parameters in
the standard model. This is solved by adding the so-called PQ-symmetry, which promotes
the term to an individual �eld with its own dynamics.

The result is an e�ective potential of periodic nature in which corresponding particles, the
axions are oscillations around the minima of this. To generate a population of axions in todays
universe its decay rate has to be very small12, so that after the decoupling at a given temperature
in the early universe the population does not dissipate resulting in a pressure-less axion gas.
Because the small decay rate also suppresses the interaction with other matter, it is almost
non-interacting and can contribute to DM.

For axions as DM candidates there also are several models, which go beyond the so-called
quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD) -axion described above. These axion-like particles (ALPs)
havemasses and decay constants as independent parameters, somodels typically can be charac-
terised by the ALP mass plus the type of coupling to regular matter and the coupling strength
linked to the decay constant. For the mass there is only a week constrain, that it has to be
between 1 ⇥ 10�2 and 1 ⇥ 10�22 eV [30, �g. 6].

11The reason for this is the QCD vacuum structure, which has to be compatible with the axial U(1)-symmetry of
this theory. More regarding this topic can be found in [28].

12In an early paper of Preskill and Wilczek it was found that the decay rate has to be at maximum of the order of
1 ⇥ 1012 GeV [29].
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Parameter Inferences

4. Parameter Inferences

Until now this was a description of how the GW signal will look like for a given system. In the
case of a real observation though, we are facing the inverse problem. From the detected signal
as much information as possible should be found regarding its source. This will be much more
di�cult and cannot be done in the same analytic manner. In the following will be described,
how we can numerically reconstruct the parameters of the source in a way, which allows us to
also use additional prior information. It is a probabilistic method, so its results will be a whole
distribution of the likelihood of parameter values instead of a single value.

4.1. Bayesian inference

As a starting point for the inference we take Bayes theorem for conditional probabilities as
described in [31, ch. 3.1]. Noting the event of receiving the given data d and the description
via a given parameter set \ the probability for these parameters describing the given data or
short posterior is given by

P (\ |d) = P (d |\)
P (d) P (\) . (48)

The probability P (\) without the condition of describing the concrete data set is called prior,
because it describes the belief in the parameter values before knowing the data set. In the
fraction P (d |\) is the likelihood or probability of receiving this data given the parameter set and
a normalising constant in the denominator called evidence. This can be calculated integrating
the likelihood over the whole parameter space. Often this is not calculated and the posterior
is given up to a constant factor.

We �rst take a closer look at the prior. It is not given by the theory and has to be selected
appropriately. In the end the posterior should converge to an objective result even if starting
from di�erent priors. But one important property is, that if the prior is 0 for a value the
posterior also can only be 0 there, like it can easily be seen from (48). So it is important to
ensure a non-zero prior in the whole expected parameter space. This leads to a simple choice
as a uniform prior on \ , which can be de�ned like in [31, eq. 73]:

P (\) :=
(
(\ l � \h)-1 for \ 2 [\ l , \h]
0 otherwise

, (49)

where \ l and \h are the upper and lower boundary of the possible parameter space.

This can be done similarly for higher dimensional parameter sets. But it is important to have
in mind, that for high dimensional spaces this choice is far from being equal for all possible
values. Practically when having an n-dimensional hypercube most of its volume is close to its
surface and corners as it is derived in [32, ch. 7]. Because for continuous parameters there is
no alternative without the same or similar issues, for the following data analysis uniform priors
will be used for all parameters or a combination of parameters.
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4.2. Markov chain Monte Carlo

For the posterior being a high dimensional distribution the important part is converting it
to a form which will be better accessible. This can be done by integrating over most of the
parameters until only a one- or two-dimensional posterior for these parameters is left. This is
called marginalisation. If we call the parameters to be excluded for this evaluation k and the
parameter we are interested in q, this looks like

P (q |d) /
π
P (q, k |\) P (q, k) dnk . (50)

The only part left is the likelihood. Because this has to do with how the data is obtained,
it should re�ect the possible errors for this. A normal distribution is a good option repres-
enting Gaussian noise in the observation process, but also nuisance parameters regarding the
measurement play a role. Because this is speci�c to the observation, the concrete form of the
likelihood will be described with more details in the section 4.3.

4.2. Markov chain Monte Carlo

Markov chains are de�ned as sequences, where the (n + 1)-th element only depends on the
n-th element (more details can be found in [31, ch. 3.6]). They are a useful tool, because they
converge to a certain stationary state, for which there is no n-dependence when taking a large
enough sample set. If we now take a chain of random variables with some kind of distribution,
the chain will be a sample of this target distribution after an initial phase. The characteristic
quantity for it is the transition probability, which describes the probabilistic nature of the gen-
eration of the next link.

Taking our case of the posterior for the step from the point \ i to \ (i+1) the transition probab-
ility T (\ i , \ (i+1) )is given by the detailed balance condition, which ensures the independence
criterium

P (\ i |d) T (\ i , \ (i+1) ) = P (\ (i+1) |d) T (\ (i+1) , \ i) , (51)

which re�ects that taking the ratio the transition probabilities it is inverse proportional to the
posterior probability ratio.

With this sample the integrals mentioned in 4.1 can be approximated very easily. For the
mean for example one gets with an N-elements long chain the expression

h\i :=
π

\ P (\ i |d) d\ ⇡ 1
N

N�1’
i=0

\ i , (52)

which also holds, if one replaces \ with any function of it or for multidimensional integrals.
So the marginalisation in (50) can be conducted by dividing the full range of the parameter
space in the dimensions which should not be integrated out into bins and evaluate the amount
of points in each of these.
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The last thing to solve now is the practical generation of the chain. A simple way to replicate
the transition probabilities is to start from a random point in parameter space, �nd a candidate
for the next point nearby – for example by taking a Gaussian distribution as a proposal condition
q(\0, \c) around the original point and randomly choosing a point from this – and evaluate
the posterior pc at this point and then accept the candidate with the probability

U = min
✓
pc q(\c , \0)
p0 q(\0, \c)

, 1
◆
. (53)

If the proposal distribution is symmetric in its arguments the formula for U is even simpler,
because the terms from this distribution cancel out. There the acceptance procedure can be
done by choosing a random positive number smaller than 1 and accept the candidate, if this
number is larger than U. An algorithm like this is called Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, it can
be shown that it ful�ls the detailed balance equation (51). [31, ch. 3.6.2]

This shows thatMarkov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) methods can be a very useful tool solving
the high-dimensional integrals to be dealt with in the inference process. But there are certain
things to consider for ensuring a good enough representation of the posterior13:
• All points of the sample have to be from the converged phase. So parts of the chain from an
initial phase have to be discarded. Also after that it is important to ensure that the exploration
of the parameter space is su�cient. MCMC is a local algorithm which could be trapped
around a local maximum. Trying di�erent sampler algorithms can be a way to be certain
that this is not the case.

• Successive points will have a certain degree of correlation. To obtain truly independent
points one should use thinning, which means that only each k-th element will be used. A
good result of this process will be indicated by a low auto-correlation of the thinned chain.

4.3. The PyCBC & LALSuite packages

To conduct the inferences Python for Compact BinaryCoalescence (PyCBC) [33] is used. It is
a python package of the Laser Interferometer Gravitaional-Wave Observatory (LIGO) /Virgo
cooperation "to explore astrophysical sources of gravitational waves" [34] and has many mod-
ules for all tasks which have to be performed running a GW-observatory. The focus for this
work will be on the PyCBC Inference sub-package.

This will in principle conduct the inferences like stated in (49), but also uses input from phys-
ical models like for the waveform, depending on the parameters discussed in section 2 like
chirp mass, spin or TD. [35, ch. 2.1] This is complicated by degeneracies for example of
mass ratio and spins, which than may be broken again by another parameter. To get the best
possible result, not the whole parameter space is used, but there are several physically motiv-
ated assumptions made, like that the binary will have a negligible eccentricity when reaching
the detector bandwidth, and also the option to reduce the dimensionality further by allowing
additional constrains like one gets from a electromagnetic counterpart.

13These can also be found in [31, ch. 3.7].
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4.3. The PyCBC & LALSuite packages

For di�erent system a variety of waveform models are available, but we will focus on TaylorF2,
which is tailored towards the description of NSs and has as one of its core features the imple-
mentation of the TD, which allows for the inclusion of e�ects of an additional force.

With that the likelihood function can be created assuming static Gaussian noise. [35, ch 2.2]
In the next step the sampling is realised by supporting di�erent samplers like emcee or emcee_pt
[36]. These are ensemble samplers, which means that several chains are used in parallel to
enhance their robustness. The individual chains are Metropolis algorithms like described in
4.2. The special part for emcee_pt is that it uses di�erent "temperatures", which is an analogy
coming from Hamiltonian based transition probabilities. By that the di�erent chains are more
freely moving, swapping positions regarding an additional acceptance criteria. This can help
exploring separated modes in parameter space [37]. The emcee sampler performs the same
sampling, but with a �xed temperature.

For the �nal result the chains are thinned and the burn-in phase is discarded. This can be
done with the max_posterior test, which is true, if enough samples are close to the maximum
of the posterior distribution. There is also the nacl test, which looks for the auto-correlation
length (ACL) of the second half of the chains, which are declared as burned-in if the ACL
is small in comparison to their length. In addition to the in (50) described calculation of the
means, credible intervals are calculated for each parameter as well as each set of two para-
meters. This leads to the characteristic scatterplots, that can be seen for an example with four
almost Gaussian distributed parameters in �gure 6.

Figure 6: Example plot of the results of the pycbc_inference executable for the posterior of four
parameters marginalised for all one- and two-dimensional combinations (reprint of
[35, �g. 1]).
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To conduct the inference an pycbc_inference called executable is provided. In the attached �gure
14 its call graph is shown. For the user the most important objects are from the Sampler,
Transform and Distribution classes, which can be manipulated by con�guration �les:
• The �rst kind, the Sampler objects, act as an interface to the external sampler packages and
have to get handed the positions and posterior probabilities before performing a certain
amount of steps and giving back the updated positions and posteriors. [35, ch. 3.2]

• The Transform objects in general only transform between coordinate systems. They make
it possible to use a set of parameters which minimises their correlations for the sampling
instead of the set requested by the user. This should lead to a faster convergence. [35, ch.
3.3] A good example for this is the chirp mass Mc instead of the individual masses of the
two objects.

• The last ones, the Distribution objects are holding functions for the possible prior distribu-
tions. Here the general properties of the parameters and its constraints are entering.

Besides the sampling, the bulk of the underling calculation is done with the LSC (LIGO Sci-
enti�c Collaboration) Algorithm Library Suite (LALSuite) [38]. This includes di�erent GW
analysis routines written in C99, which can interface with PyCBC over SWIG [39] an inter-
face compiler to generate wrapper around C/C++ libraries for interpreted languages like Perl,
Ruby or here Python. This drastically increases the speed of the computation, while still allow-
ing the user to interact with a more friendly python interface. Important for this work are the
Inspiral routine which provides the waveform calculation and the Inference routine performing
di�erent tasks for the general inference process.

4.4. Code modifications

To make the inference of an additional parameter for the axion charge (like described in 3.1)
possible, a fork of the above mentioned packages was created. In the modi�ed version of
LALSuite (to be found on github at [40]) the central change was, that the TaylorF2 waveform
template was adjusted with an addition of a phase term in the phasing variable. Like shown in
listing 1 this axionPhi is de�ned in lines 489 to 540 of lalsimulation/lib/LALSimInspiralTaylorF2.c
for the case of an massive as well as massless axion. This has the reason that for a massive
particle the e�ect should be only considered if the v3 called separation is below the Compton
wavelength of it, which is checked for in line 506.

489 REAL8 axionPhi =�.; /* the phase shift we want to compute */
490

491 if (axion�ambda > �.) { /* if �ambda >�, massive axion */
492 REAL8 axiona�pha = 1./ axion�ambda; /* to ease readabi�ity and \\

�et the equations �ook �ike \\
https :// arxiv.org/pdf /21�5.13963. pdf */

493 REAL8 v16=v12*v4 , v18=v12*v6, v21=v18*v3;
494

495 gs�_sf_resu�t resu�terf;
496 gs�_sf_erf_e(sqrt(axiona�pha)/v, &resu�terf);
497
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498 REAL8 pexpC = -5./8.* axionq /(v5*eta) * (exp(-axiona�pha/v2)
499 * (4 + 32*v2/axiona�pha + 138*v4/pow(axiona�pha ,2) + \\

36�*v6/pow(axiona�pha ,3) )
500 + 21* sqrt(LAL_PI)*v5*resu�terf.va�/pow(axiona�pha ,5./2.)
501 - 36�*(1 - exp(-axiona�pha/v2))*v8/pow(axiona�pha ,4));
502 /* these terms had to be separated , because for �arge \\

a�pha/v2 exp(+-a�pha/v2) was inf/� and mu�tip�ying them \\
gave nan */

504

505 if (v3 < axiona�pha){
506 REAL8 p11�A�phaC = \\

�.���96824�3233* pow(axiondq ,2) *(3.621995839755853* v3 - \\
6.889289848* axiona�pha)

507 /(eta*pow(axiona�pha ,1�./3.));
508

509 axionPhi = p11�A�phaC + pexpC;
510 // printf (� p11�A�phaC = %e, �, p11�A�phaC)
511 } e�se {
512 REAL8 consthyp = pow(axiona�pha ,2)/v6;
513

514 gs�_sf_resu�t resu�t1 , resu�t2 , resu�t3;
515 gs�_sf_hyperg_2F1_e (-5./6., 1./2., 1./6., consthyp , &resu�t1);
516 gs�_sf_hyperg_2F1_e (-1./2., -1./3., 2./3., consthyp , &resu�t2);
517 gs�_sf_hyperg_2F1_e (-1./3., 1./2., 2./3., consthyp , &resu�t3);
519

520 REAL8 p11�C = 5*pow(axiondq ,2) /(2.54951424 e8*v16*eta)*( -( \\
sqrt(v6 - pow(axiona�pha ,2))*( -82264�* pow(axiona�pha ,2)

521 + 227�89* v18/pow(axiona�pha ,4) + \\
261342* v12/pow(axiona�pha ,2) + 6713�4* v6 ))

522 + 14��49* v21/pow(axiona�pha ,4)*resu�t1.va�
523 + 32�*v3*resu�t2.va� *(1183* pow(axiona�pha ,2) - 741*v6 - \\

684* v12/pow(axiona�pha ,2) + \\
512* v18/pow(axiona�pha ,4))

524 + 96�*v3*resu�t3.va� *( -1183* pow(axiona�pha ,2) + 741*v6 + \\
684* v12/pow(axiona�pha ,2) - 8�* v18/pow(axiona�pha ,4)));

526

527 axionPhi = p11�C + pexpC;
528 // printf (� p11�C = %e, �, p11�C);
529 }
530 } e�se { /* in the mass�ess case */
531 /* m_sec=GM/c^3 tota� mass in seconds; piM = LAL_PI * m_sec;*/
532 /* mass�ess axion , �ambda ->infinity */
533 REAL8 const1 = -�.125 * axionq/eta;
534 REAL8 const2 = - 5./896 * axiondq*axiondq/eta;
535 REAL8 const3 = 8�./3. * axionq*axionp/eta;
536

537 /* v = cbrt(piM*f); mass�ess axion */
538 axionPhi = const1*pow(v,-5) + const2*pow(v,-7) + const3*pow(v,-3);
539

540 }

Listing 1: De�nition of axionPhi in lalsimulation/lib/LALSimInspiralTaylorF2.c from [40].
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To allow for the additional four axion parameters axionlambda, axionq, axionq1 and axionq2
there are also additions to theTaylorF2 �le, the lalsimulation/lib/LALSimInspiralWaveformParams.c
�le and its corresponding header �le.

In a fork of the PyCBC package in [41] this is also taken into account by adding lines for
these parameters in pycbc/waveform/waveform.py (lines 174�185) and pycbc/waveform/paramet-
ers.py. In this lines 538 to 549 de�ne objects for these before a list of them is added to the GR
parameters in line 593.

Here the most signi�cant di�erence is the de�nition of the _Ls2lam_dq function in the pycb-
c/inference/models/gaussian_noise.py �le (lines 823 - 890 in listing 2) for the likelihood function.
It calculates the TD from the masses and axion mass like described in (31) and exchanges its
result with the standard values lambda1 and lambda2 in the params object.

823 def _Ls2�am_dq(params):
824 ���
825 Ca�cu�ates tida� deformabi�ity Lambda1 , Lambda2 from the mass ratio
826 Va�ues taken from https :// arxiv.org/pdf /18�4.�3221. pdf
827 ���
828 b = np.matrix ([[ -27.74�8 , 8.42358] , [122.686 , -19.7551] , \\

[ -175.496 , 133.7�8]])
829 c = np.matrix ([[ -25.5593 , 5.58527] , [92.�337 , 26.8586] , \\

[-7�.247 , -56.3�76]])
830 a = np.array ([�.36 , -�.�355, �.���7�5])
831 mus = np.array ([137.1252739 , -32.8�26613 , �.5168637 , \\

-11.2765281 , 14.9499544 , -4.6638851])
832 sigs= np.array ([ -�.����739 , �.�1�3778 , �.4581717 , -�.8341913 , \\

-2�1.4323962 , 273.9268276 , -71.2342246])
833 n = �.743
834

835 #print(�se�f.current_params :�, se�f.current_params)
836 m1 = params[�mass1 �]
837 m2 = params[�mass2 �]
838 Ls = params[�tida�_�s �]
839 axion_q = params[�axion_q �]
840 qf�ip = m2/m1
841

842 Fnpow = qf�ip **(1�./(3. -n))
843 Fn = (1. - Fnpow)/(1. + Fnpow)
844

845 # See eq (1) of https :// arxiv.org/pdf /18�4.�3221. pdf
846 Ls_i = np.matrix ([Ls**(-i/5.) for i in range (1,4)])
847 q_j = np.matrix ([[ qf�ip **j] for j in range (1,3)])
848 La = Fn* Ls * (1. + Ls_i*b*q_j) / (1. + Ls_i*c*q_j)
849 La = La[�,�]
850

851 # See eq (4) -(1�) of https :// arxiv.org/pdf /18�4.�3221. pdf
852 mu_�s = mus [�]/Ls/Ls + mus [1]/Ls + mus[2]
853 mu_q = mus [3]* qf�ip*qf�ip + mus [4]* qf�ip + mus [5]
854 mu_�sq = (mu_�s+mu_q)/2.
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855

856 sig_�s = sigs [�]*Ls **(3./2.) + sigs [1]*Ls + sigs [2]*Ls **(1./2) + \\
sigs [3]

857 sig_q = sigs [4]* qf�ip*qf�ip + sigs [5]* qf�ip + sigs [6]
858 sig_�sq = np.sqrt(sig_�s **2 + sig_q **2)
859 La += np.random.norma�(mu_�sq , sig_�sq)
860

861

862 �am1 = Ls - La
863 �am2 = Ls + La
864

865 if �am1 <� or �am1 >�am2: # TODO: Check rate of occurence
866 �am1=�am2 =1.
867 C1=C2=1.
868 axion_q = 1.
869 e�se:
870 # See eq (78) of https :// arxiv.org/pdf /16�8.�2582. pdf
871 C1 = a[�] + a[1]*np.�og(�am1) + a[2]*np.�og(�am1)**2
872 C2 = a[�] + a[1]*np.�og(�am2) + a[2]*np.�og(�am2)**2
873

874 # TODO: check significance of unused parameters
875 #signq = np.sign(axion_q)
876 #axiongamma = qf�ip * signq*C2/(C1*qf�ip) # qf�ip * \\

signq*(m1/C1)/(m2/C2)
877 #axion_gamma = signq * C2/C1
878 #axion_dq = np.sqrt(axionq/axion_gamma)*(1- axion_gamma)
879

880 params.update(tida�_�s =�) # not used in wf genetation
881 params.update(�ambda1=�am1)
882 params.update(�ambda2=�am2)
883

884 # see be�ow eq(13) of https :// arxiv.org/pdf /21�5.13963. pdf
885 # TODO: check significance of m_a=� condition
886 axion_p = (m1/C1+m2/C2)/(16.�*( m1+m2))
887 params.update(axion_p=axion_p)
888

889 #print(�params:�, params)
890 return params

Listing 2: De�nition of the _Ls2lam_dq function calculating the TDs in
pycbc/inference/models/gaussian_noise.py from [41].

To ensure that the forked versions are working as they were when they were created, an ad-
ditional environment �le common/conda/preciseEnvironment.yml was created with exact versions
of all dependencies of LALSuite and PyCBC, that should be used instead of the original en-
vironment �le in LALSuite to create a virtual environment for the installation. Also the re-
quirements.txt and companion.txt �les from PyCBC are replaced by this. To ensure the locally
build version of LALSuite is used its appearance in the setup.py �le as a PyCBC dependency
was removed.
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5. Computation

5.1. Cluster usage

To provide the needed computation power the inferences were run on two clusters: either the
cluster of the Institute for Theoretical Physics [42] or to be more correct on its itp partition
and the FUCHS cluster of the Center for Scienti�c Computing Frankfurt [43]. Both are linux
based with Xeon Ivy Bridge 10 core, 20 thread processors on their compute nodes, but the
FUCHS cluster nodes are dual socket machines resulting in twice the number of threads per
node.

They both use slurm [44] an open source workload manager as a user interface to run jobs.
This also supports MSI, which allows pycbc_inference to split its tasks in an optimal way and also
between di�erent nodes. The way slurm works is by queueing jobs until the desired resources
can be dedicated. Then the job, in our case a bash script, is copied and executed in a temporary
directory (Dir) on the compute nodes. But slurm still has to interface with the original �le
system (FS) , which typically is the place of the user Dir, for installed libraries, con�guration
�les or to save the output. This is much slower than the local tree of the compute nodes. To
counteract this both cluster have a data storage with much higher bandwidth designated for
large data sets. For the FUCHS cluster �gure 7 shows the setup of the data storage and for the
ITP cluster a good description can be found in [45].

Figure 7: Data storage design of the FUCHS cluster (reprinted from [43, Storage]).

By that the preferred setup also used here is using the ceph or scratch FS during the jobs and
using the user Dir only sparsely for important �les, installation of packages, libraries etc. Be-
cause the space on this is fairly limited and missing space at any time will result in a stop of
the inference and by that the end of the slurm job, the work�ow should be also robust to that
allowing for a continuation with reduced functionality, when only the much larger scratch FS
is available.
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5.2. Submission scripts

Although the sbatch command of slurm allows for very simple job de�nitions in preprocessor
commands, because of the mentioned complex setup I have written a script to provide an
interface to sbatch. The goal is that a user can submit a job without making any changes to the
script and it works as if it was executed in its original directory without even using slurm. For
the synchronisation between FSs the very robust, but also e�cient tool rsync is used. [46]

The �rst part sbatchIt.sh fully shown in the attached listing 7 provides all options needed for
this. Its setup with optional inputs as �ags (lines 10�41) deals very well with the combination
of settings which most of the time will be the same and settings a user wants to adapt usually.
By that it has the same syntax as the original sbatch command and also contains a help section,
which states all possible options. The only compulsory input is the script, which should be run
in the slurm job. All this can be seen in listing 3 for the user input handling. In addition to
this, the script can handle relative paths and is robust to all places of execution to be more user
friendly.

5 ### sim�inked directory and c�uster partion -- edit before first use \\
!!! ###

6

7 �nkDir=�$HOME/runD/�inked�
8 part=�fuchs�
9

10 ### process user input ###
11

12 # define std va�ues
13 orgDir=$(read�ink -f $�nkDir)
14 exeIn=�$orgDir/script1/� # scrip1 in sym�inked directory
15 c�ear =� # no c�earing
16 tasks =2� # MSI taskcount of 2�
17 timeLim =21 -�:��
30

31 # f�ags in user input:
32 # c for c�earing of surrounding befoe sync , d for nonstd directory , \\

n for nodecount , t for time �imit
33 whi�e getopts ce:hn:t: opt; do
34 case $opt in
35 c) c�ear =1;;
36 e) exeIn=�$orgDir/$OPTARG�;;
37 h) printf �$h�p�; exit;;
38 n) tasks=$OPTARG ;;
39 t) timeLim=$OPTARG ;;
40 esac
41 done
42

43 # needed input: script to be run
44 script=${@:$OPTIND :1}

Listing 3: Lines in sbatchIt.sh to handle the user input, so the syntax is equivalent to sbatch.
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To make the interfacing with the scratch FS simpler, the only task for the user is to create a
symbolic link (symlink) to his scratchDir, which has to be placed in the same Dir as sbatchIt.sh.
Before the �rst use its path has to be put into the �le at line 7 as well as the partition name of
the used cluster.

After all input and path processing is done it informs the user how the execution will happen
from line 61 onwards (listing 4) and asks, if a job should be queued under these conditions.
As a part of this the test-only feature of the sbatch command is used in line 75 to give a hint on
the estimated starting time.

61 # inform user , what wi�� be done
62 echo �execute�$name�from�$dir�
63 echo �in�$exeIn�
64 if [ $c�ear -gt � ]; then
65 echo �which�wi���be�c�eared�first�
66 fi
67 echo �using�srun.sh�in:�
68 pwd
69 echo �test�of�queuing:�
70

71 #ensure existence of �og directory
72 mkdir -p $orgDir/�og
73

74 # sbatch test run
75 sbatch -p $part -t $timeLim -n $tasks -o �$orgDir/�og/s�urm -%j.out� \\

-e �$orgDir/�og/s�urm -%j.out� --test -on�y srun.sh $dir $name \\
$exeIn $c�ear

76

77 # ask user if he wants to queue job or exit
78 whi�e true; do
79 read -p �Do�you�want�to�queue�at�this�conditions?�(y/n)�� yn
80 case $yn in
81 [yY] ) break ;;
82 [nN] ) exit;;
83 * ) echo inva�id response ;;
84 esac
85 done
86

87 #queue job
88 sbatch -p $part -t $timeLim -n $tasks -o �$orgDir/�og/s�urm -%j.out� \\

-e �$orgDir/�og/s�urm -%j.out� srun.sh $dir $name $exeIn $c�ear
89 echo �queuing�done�

Listing 4: Last part of sbatchIt.sh for interactive queueing with a test run before asking the user
for acceptance to do so.

Because functions and virtual shell wrapping are not very well supported by sbatch, everything
which should be done inside the job is placed in a second script srun.sh (the complete �le can be
found in listing 8). This should be placed in the same Dir as well and is executed by sbatchIt.sh.
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It takes four preprocessed inputs: The name and the original Dir from the script the user
wants to execute as well as where inside the linked Dir it should be executed and if this should
be cleared �rst. The idea for this is to allow for parallel jobs and also sequential use of the same
execution Dir without starting from zero. With these the cpSur function (lines 7� 26 in listing
5) copies everything besides old slurm results into the speci�ed Dir.

7 cpSur () {
8 # define origin and destination inputs
9 orgn=$1
10 dest=$2
11 BOOLc�r=$3
12

13 # create destination dir if not existing
14 mkdir -p $dest
15

16 # c�ean before sync , if f�ag set
17 if [ $BOOLc�r -gt � ]; then
18 rm -r $dest/*
19 echo �c�eaned�
20 fi
21

22 # sync fi�es without former s�urm resu�ts
23 rsync -achE --de�ete --exc�ude �s�urm*� $orgn/* $dest/
24

25 echo �sync�to�${dest}�done�
26 }

Listing 5: De�nition of the cpSur function creating an equivalent local tree to the scripts original
surrounding in the new symlinked directory, so for example relative paths still work.

After that a timestamp is saved and the user’s script is executed in lines 69 and following. When
this has �nished the saveRes function (lines 29 � 53, shown in listing 6) handles the synchron-
isation back to the original Dir. For this in an intermediate step a new Dir is created in the
symlinked Dir with the slurm job id were all �les changed or created after the set timestamp
are copied into. Also the sbatch output and error �les are moved into this. At last the synchron-
isation back to the origin is tried for this Dir. If it fails only a text �le with a short message and
the path to the data is created there. By that in the case of missing space to save the results in
the user Dir the job can still �nish successfully. The only di�erence is, that to get to the results
the user has to go to the path in the written �le, instead of �nding them in a created directory
with the same name.
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29 saveRes () {
30 # define inputs for start time and directory to sync to
31 startT=$1
32 resDir=$2
33

34 # create directory with name of s�urm job
35 jobname=�s�urm${SLURM_JOB_ID}�
36 mkdir ../$jobname
37 jobdir=$(cd ../; read�ink -f $jobname)
38

39 # sync resu�t fi�es to created directory
40 echo �resu�ts�in�fi�es:�
41 find . -type f -newermt $startT
42 find . -type f -newermt $startT -print� | rsync -ach \\

--inc�ude -from=- $jobdir
43

44 echo �sync�to�${jobdir}�done�
45

46 # mv s�urm �og fi�e to this
47 cp ../ �og/*${SLURM_JOB_ID }.* $jobdir /.
48

49 # try to sync resu�ts to origin directory of the script , create \\
error fi�e otherwise

50 mkdir $resDir/$jobname
51 rsync -achE $jobdir /* $resDir/$jobname/ || (rm -r \\

$resDir/$jobname; echo �sync�fai�ed ,�data�in�${jobdir}� >> \\
$resDir/$jobname)

52 echo �sync�to�${resDir }/${jobname }}�done�
53 }

Listing 6: De�nition of the saveRes function collecting modi�ed �les and slurm output and
copying them back in the original directory.
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6. Conducted inferences

6.1. The GW170817 Event

The carried out inferences were done for the gravitational wave event detected by LIGO and
Virgo in August 2017. For this the original analysis can be found in [47]. It was the �rst
and until now only certain NS-NS merger event of the LIGO observations, for which also an
optical counterpart in form of a gamma ray burst (GRB) was detected by the Fermi telescope
called GRB170817A. [48]

The observed strain can be found in �gure 8, which shows the chirping nature of the signal
until the merger at g = 0 very nicely. Because of its far better signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) only
the data from the LIGO observatory are used in this work.

Figure 8: Data from the GW170817 event observed by LIGO-Hanford, LIGO-Livingston
and Virgo in a time-frequency-representation showing the chirp signal very nicely
for both LIGO detectors (reprinted from [47, �g. 1]).
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The results of the original analysis, which was an inference based on the signal in the range
of 20Hz to 2048Hz, can be found in table 2 together with the information one can get from
the optical counterpart. These will be the reference for the following analyses done by myself.
Like in the analysis by LIGO for the TD it was assumed that k2 ⇡ 0.10(5) for NSs, which can
be found in [47, ch. IV].

LIGO analysis Low-spin priors High-spin priors

Primary mass m1 1.36–1.60M� 1.36–2.26M�
Secondary mass m2 1.17–1.36M� 0.86–1.36M�
Chirp massMc 1.188+0.004

-0.002M� 1.188+0.004
-0.002M�

Mass ratio m2/m1 0.7–1.0 0.4–1.0
Total massM 2.74+0.04

-0.01M� 2.82+0.47
-0.09M�

Luminosity distance DL 40+8
-14Mpc 40+8

-14Mpc

Viewing angle \ 55� 56�
Comb. tidal deformability ⇤̃ 800 700

GRB positional properties

Luminosity distance DL 40.7Mpc
Right ascension ra (176.8 ± 11.6)�
Declination dec (�39.8 ± 11.6)�

Table 2: Reconstructed parameters of the GW170817 system resulting from the original
LIGO analysis [47, tab. 1] and GRB counterpart [48, tab. 1].

6.2. Sampler evaluation

Like stated in 4.3 together with the prior choice and the waveform model the selection of the
sampler is one of the most important parts ensuring the correctness of the inference results.
To test for the di�erence of the two well-supported samplers eemce and eemce_pt regarding
exploration of the parameter space and e�ciency otherwise identical runs were started for
both of them.

Listing 10 containing the �le GW170817GR.ini shows the included parameters and its priors:
Like in the LIGO analysis a lower cuto� of 20Hz was used, the priors were all chosen to be
uniform (lines 55-128), the position in space from the GRB was set as static parameters (lines
38-41) and the TaylorF2-waveform was used. This includes the modi�ed version of the tidal
deformability described in 4.4, but by setting the axion parameters to 0 one resembles the GR-
case (lines 50-53). For the data the �les from the Gravitational Wave Open Science Center
[49] with subtracted noise were used. The con�guration of their injection for the likelihood
function de�ned in data.ini is shown in listing 12, in which a resampling to 2048Hz was put
in place. Additionally listing 9 shows an example of the script for calling pycbc_inference.
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For the eemce sampler a run with 100 walkers was conducted (listing 13). For this as well as
eemce_pt the masses were transformed into chirp mass and mass ratio before sampling and
the included burn-in tests were used. The max_posterior test was never true. The reason for
this can be the high number of variables e�ectively shrinking the surrounding area. But the
nacl test, was true even for the �rst checkpoint. By that the burn-in phase is the �rst half of
the chains. This test, the ACL to be precise, is also the foundation for the calculated e�ective
samples. This part is not working as intended, so the plots with thinned chains all only contain
around 800 samples independent of their overall number.

Figure 9a shows the results for only the automatically chosen e�ective samples and �gure 9b
shows the plot with all samples after the burn-in phase for comparison. Comparing the para-
meter values to table 2 the masses �t quite well, although the secondary mass is a bit smaller
than in the original analysis. Also for the symmetric TD the value is similar, but the con�dence
interval is a lot broader, which can also be seen from the shape of its histogram. The compar-
ison of the spins is not that easy, because only the z-component was taken into account, but
the distributions show that the low spin assumption as a possible case is valid. The inclina-
tion shows two possible viewing angles. It could be almost 0� or around 55�. This also is not
con�icting the LIGO constrain of being below 55�.

(a) Chains thinned by using only the e�ective samples from nacl.
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(b) Complete second halves of the chains after burn-in.

Figure 9: The marginalised posteriors for the GR case using the emcee sampler and showing
the masses and spins in z-direction of the two NSs as well as the inclination ] and
symmetric TD ⇤s (The coalescence time and phase are not shown, because they
were only included to optimise the analysis and have very thin peaks around their
actual value).

Despite the fact that the resulting values seem reasonable the results should be taken with a
grain of salt. The shape of all distributions show at least large �uctuations around the form
of a Gaussian. This could be only an artefact of the small sample size and missing thinning
respectively. But it can still have a signi�cant impact on the values and especially the con�dence
intervals of the parameters.

For eemce_pt the sampling was set up with 10 di�erent temperatures for the 100 chains shown
in listing 14. The results of this run are shown in �gure 10. With the computation time
per iteration being almost 5 times large than using eemce it was de�nitely more computational
expensive. Also a doubling of the threads to 160 resulted only in a 20% decrease, which proofs
as not very e�cient and cannot compensate for the additional complexity. Because of that the
run was interrupted after 4000 iterations, which took almost the same computation time as
the eemce run. In spite of that the usage of this sampler can be useful because the ACL was for
each checkpoint roughly 10 times smaller, leading to more e�ective samples.
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Figure 10: The marginalised posteriors for the GR case using the emcee_pt sampler and show-
ing the masses and spins in z-direction of the two NSs as well as the inclination ]
and symmetric TD ⇤s.

The di�erence in the values of the parameters in comparison to �gure 9 are small but exist:
Themasses are even a bit smaller, the z-component of b1 is of the same order ofmagnitude and
for the TD the con�dence interval starts to resemble the constrain from the original analysis.
Interesting are also the distributions: In the scatter plots the number of points far from the
maxima seem to be fewer and the shapes of the marginalised posteriors are smoother. The
most signi�cant change is in the posterior of ]. Here the second peak at 54� is now dominant.
By this the superior exploration of the emcee_pt sampler really seams to make a di�erence, but
to give a �nal verdict on this also in this case it would be necessary to have the posteriors after
a well working thinning process.
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6.3. Axion search

Even though there still are some di�culties for the sampler. An inference with the additional
parameters for the axion charge shown in 3.1 were conducted with the emcee sampler. The
de�nition of new variables can be found in listing 11, lines 26-29 as well as the de�nition of
their uniform priors. In addition to this the Compton wavelength _ a was �xed to 2 ⇥ 105 m.
The sampling parameters and data were the same as for the GR case resulting in the priors
shown in �gure 11.

Figure 11: Results for the axion case using the emcee sampler and showing all samples after the
burn-in phase.

Here the main di�erence for the parameters also present in the GR case is, that the masses
are much higher, but with under 2M� still reasonable. In the posterior of the inclination the
two peaks cannot be distinguished anymore, because the shape of the posteriors has degraded,
which may is due to the higher dimensionality. By that also for the axion parameters charge
q and charge di�erence between the NSs Xq there is a non-optimal picture. These have mean
values around 0, which would resemble the GR case, but the distributions are very broad and
have high �uctuations. So based on this analysis it is hard to make a statement about the
presence of axions.
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7. Conclusion & outlook

Binary NS are good systems for analysing the waveform for information not only about the
system itself, but also about the nature of the attracting force and by that its di�erence to the
predictions of GR. With the approach of Bayesian inferences being a good way to get reliable
information about the quantities in�uencing the waveform, PyCBC is in principle a useful
tool for this analysis. But its complexity also leads to di�culties, especially if the code has to be
modi�ed like in our case. Also that NS events are much less common, are in a di�erent mass
range and result in another type of wave form creates challenges, because good documentation,
example cases etc. are not as common for this case. The di�culties for using the sampler
and the in-build burn-in tests also showed that further investigations in these are necessary
to achieve a reliable method also for analysing the discussed event, which is a di�erent to the
others.

In addition to that for probing ALPs having only one systemwith one realisation of the possible
masses makes it di�cult to test the large parameter space for the masses and decay rates. But
even the analysis for _ a = 200000m only showed that it is possible that this value has to
be exclude for possible ALPs, but it could not show strong enough evidence to do so. More
detections especially with larger masses could help to make the evidence clearer. So further
analyses as soon as the data from the observation runO4 will become available should be done.
For these it will be essential to optimise the e�ciency of the sampling for this type of systems,
before conducting all the inferences for the di�erent events, which hopefully will be detected.

Figure 12: Posteriors for axions with di�erent masses 1/_ a for a parameter for the combined
charges Wa / q1q2 showing small standard deviations for small enough masse be-
sides at a degeneracy with the chirp mass around 135GM� (reprinted from [19,
�g. 2]).
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After the optimisation of the inferences the �nal goal of the project regarding axions will be
to produce constrains for the axion parameters mass and decay rate. By doing the analysis for
several _ a like shown in �gure 12 one can see, if there is evidence for certain types of these
or if this part of the parameter space has to be excluded. It also shows in which mass rage the
e�ect is signi�cant and this distinction can even be made. Finally a constrain plot analog to
what was done in [19] and is shown in �gure 13 should be produced. In the corresponding
paper there was a mistake regarding the implementation of the TD in the modi�ed TaylorF2
waveform described in section 4.4. So a further analysis should show, if this made a di�erence
in the �nal constrains, resulting in the need for a correction of these .

Figure 13: Constrains on the masses and decay rate of axion �elds from GW170817 cor-
responding to 3f (blue). Additionally constrains from big bang nucleosynthesis
(green) and the spin of stellar mass black holes (red) are depicted (reprinted from
[19, �g. 1]).

A next step will also be to evaluate the results for f (R)-gravity by matching the two paramet-
ers to a2 and produce a similar constrain plot. Additionally, the versatility of the scalar �eld
model would make possible to look for di�erent modi�cations of GR and maybe even e�ects
of quantum gravity [50, ch. 32] encoded in the waveform.
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A. Code structure

Figure 14: The call graph for the pycbc_inference executable showing the data �ow from the
input modules and the waveform generation on the left to the sampling process in
the middle row to the outputted data �le and posteriors on the right. (reprinted
from [35, �g. 2]).
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B. Submission scripts

1 #!/bin/bash
2 # run bash script via s�urm in ceph fs (sim�inked fo�der in same \\

directory needed)
3 # supported f�ags: c for c�earing of surrounding before sync , d for \\

nonstd directory , n for corecount , t for time�imit
4

5 ### sim�inked directory and c�uster partion -- edit before first use \\
!!! ###

6

7 �nkDir=�$HOME/runD/�inked�
8 part=�fuchs�
9

10 ### process user input ###
11

12 # define std va�ues
13 orgDir=$(read�ink -f $�nkDir)
14 exeIn=�$orgDir/script1/� # scrip1 in sym�inked directory
15 c�ear=� # no c�earing
16 tasks =2� # MSI taskcount of 2�
17 timeLim =21 -�:��
18

19 # text for he�p f�ag:
20 h�p=�Script�for�usage�of�sbatch�on�c�user�partition�${part},\n�
21 h�p+=�whi�e�executing�in�scratch�fs�directory�${orgDir }.\n�
22 h�p+=�\n�
23 h�p+=�Usage:�bash�sbatchIt.sh�[OPTIONS ...]�executab�e�[args ...]�\n�
24 h�p+=�With�possib�e�options :\n�
25 h�p+=�-c�c�ear�scratch�directory�before�syncing�it\n�
26 h�p+=�-d�execute�in�directory�other�than�script1�(given�by�argument)\n�
27 h�p+=�-h�he�p\n�
28 h�p+=�-n�number�of�threads�to�be�a��ocated�for�MSI�tasks\n�
29 h�p+=�-t�time��imit�in�days -hours\n�
30

31 # f�ags in user input:
32 # c for c�earing of surrounding befoe sync , d for nonstd directory , \\

n for nodecount , t for time �imit
33 whi�e getopts ce:hn:t: opt; do
34 case $opt in
35 c) c�ear =1;;
36 e) exeIn=�$orgDir/$OPTARG�;;
37 h) printf �$h�p�; exit;;
38 n) cores=$OPTARG ;;
39 t) timeLim=$OPTARG ;;
40 esac
41 done
42

43 # needed input: script to be run
44 script=${@:$OPTIND :1}
45
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46 # switch error hand�ing on , to quit on error in sing�e command
47 set -e
48

49 # get fi�ename and directory from abso�ute path
50 path=$(read�ink -f $script)
51 dir=�$(dirname��${path}�)�
52 name=�$(basename��${path}�)�
53

54 # change to directory this script is p�aced in
55 itse�f=$(read�ink -f $�)
56 here=�$(dirname��${itse�f}�)�
57 cd $here
58

59 ### s�urm part ###
60

61 # inform user , what wi�� be done
62 echo �execute�$name�from�$dir�
63 echo �in�$exeIn�
64 if [ $c�ear -gt � ]; then
65 echo �which�wi���be�c�eared�first�
66 fi
67 echo �using�srun.sh�in:�
68 pwd
69 echo �test�of�queuing:�
70

71 #ensure existence of �og directory
72 mkdir -p $orgDir/�og
73

74 # sbatch test run
75 sbatch -p $part -t $timeLim -n $tasks -o �$orgDir/�og/s�urm -%j.out� \\

-e �$orgDir/�og/s�urm -%j.out� --test -on�y srun.sh $dir $name \\
$exeIn $c�ear

76

77 # ask user if he wants to queue job or exit
78 whi�e true; do
79 read -p �Do�you�want�to�queue�at�this�conditions?�(y/n)�� yn
80 case $yn in
81 [yY] ) break ;;
82 [nN] ) exit;;
83 * ) echo inva�id response ;;
84 esac
85 done
86

87 #queue job
88 sbatch -p $part -t $timeLim -n $tasks -o �$orgDir/�og/s�urm -%j.out� \\

-e �$orgDir/�og/s�urm -%j.out� srun.sh $dir $name $exeIn $c�ear
89 echo �queuing�done�

Listing 7: sbatchIt.sh, script that queues slurm job and handles user input of sbatch options and
paths.
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1 #!/bin/bash
2 # script to be ca��ed by sbatch in sbatchIt.sh
3

4 ### definition of functions ###
5

6 # copy surrounding fi�es to scratch directory
7 cpSur() {
8 # define origin and destination inputs
9 orgn=$1
10 dest=$2
11 BOOLc�r=$3
12

13 # create destination dir if not existing
14 mkdir -p $dest
15

16 # c�ean before sync , if f�ag set
17 if [ $BOOLc�r -gt � ]; then
18 rm -r $dest/*
19 echo �c�eaned�
20 fi
21

22 # sync fi�es without former s�urm resu�ts
23 rsync -achE --de�ete --exc�ude �s�urm*� $orgn/* $dest/
24

25 echo �sync�to�${dest}�done�
26 }
27

28 # function to sync resu�ts to �asting directories
29 saveRes () {
30 # define inputs for start time and directory to sync to
31 startT=$1
32 resDir=$2
33

34 # create directory with name of s�urm job
35 jobname=�s�urm${SLURM_JOB_ID}�
36 mkdir ../$jobname
37 jobdir=$(cd ../; read�ink -f $jobname)
38

39 # sync resu�t fi�es to created directory
40 echo �resu�ts�in�fi�es:�
41 find . -type f -newermt $startT
42 find . -type f -newermt $startT -print� | rsync -ach \\

--inc�ude -from=- $jobdir
43

44 echo �sync�to�${jobdir}�done�
45

46 # mv s�urm �og fi�e to this
47 cp ../ �og/*${SLURM_JOB_ID }.* $jobdir /.
48
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49 # try to sync resu�ts to origin directory of the script , create \\
error fi�e otherwise

50 mkdir $resDir/$jobname
51 rsync -achE $jobdir /* $resDir/$jobname/ || (rm -r \\

$resDir/$jobname; echo �sync�fai�ed ,�data�in�${jobdir}� >> \\
$resDir/$jobname)

52 echo �sync�to�${resDir }/${jobname }}�done�
53 }
54

55 # function for everything which shou�d be put into s�urm job
56 tbQueued () {
57 # define a�� input variab�es
58 orgn=$1 # path to origina� directory
59 script=$2 # name of script to be run
60 exeIn=$3 # directory script to be run in
61 BOOLc�r=$4 # boo� to decide , if to c�ear before syncing
62 echo �execute�${script}�from�${orgn}�
63 echo �in�${exeIn}�
64

65 # sync directory of execution with origin
66 cpSur $orgn $exeIn $BOOLc�r
67 cd $exeIn
68

69 # set timestamp before execution of script
70 startT=�@$(date�+%s)�
71 echo �start�time�${startT}�
72

73 # run script in ceph directory
74 echo �execute�${script }:�
75 /bin/bash $script
76

77 # save resu�ts back in origina� directory
78 cd $exeIn
79 saveRes $startT $orgn
80 }
81

82 ### fina� function ca�� ###
83 tbQueued $1 $2 $3 $4

Listing 8: srun.sh, syncing to ceph FS and executing handed script inside the slurm job.
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C. Inference files

1 #!/bin/bash
2 # pycbc inference script
3

4 # configuration fi�es
5 PRIOR_CONFIG=GW17�817GR.ini
6 DATA_CONFIG=data.ini
7 SAMPLER_CONFIG=emcee.ini
8

9 # output data fi�e
10 OUTPUT_PATH=inference.hdf
11

12 # the fo��owing sets the number of cores to use; adjust as needed to
13 # your computer �s capabi�ities
14 NPROCS =8�
15 PROCESSING_SCHEME=cpu
16

17 # change directory for using re�ative paths
18 itse�f=$(read�ink -f $�)
19 here=�$(dirname��${itse�f}�)�
20 cd $here
21

22 # run samp�er
23 # Running with OMP_NUM_THREADS =1 stops �a�simu�ation
24 # from spawning mu�tip�e jobs that wou�d otherwise be used
25 # by pycbc_inference and cause a reduced runtime.
26 OMP_NUM_THREADS =1 \
27 pycbc_inference --verbose \
28 --seed 1897234 \
29 --config -fi�e $PRIOR_CONFIG $DATA_CONFIG $SAMPLER_CONFIG \
30 --output -fi�e $OUTPUT_PATH \
31 --nprocesses $NPROCS \
32 --processing -scheme $PROCESSING_SCHEME \
33 --use -mpi \ # necessary for dividing in sing�e thread s�urm tasks
34 --force

Listing 9: run.sh, script for calling pycbc_inference for the GR case.
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1 ; GR case priors with q=dq=� and GRB info
2

3 ; assume Gaussian noise in signa�
4 [mode�]
5 name = gaussian_noise
6 �ow -frequency -cutoff = 2�.�
7

8 ; waveform parameters that wi�� vary in MCMC
9 [variab�e_params]
10 de�ta_tc =
11

12 mass1 =
13 mass2 =
14

15 spin1z =
16 spin2z =
17

18 ;ra =
19 ;dec =
20 ;distance =
21

22 coa_phase =
23 inc�ination =
24 po�arization =
25

26 ; axion specific parameters
27 ;tida�_�s =
28 ;axion_q =
29 ;axion_dq =
30

31 ; waveform parameters that wi�� not change in MCMC
32 [static_params]
33 ; Tay�orF2 waveform temp�ate
34 approximant = Tay�orF2
35 f_�ower = 15
36 f_ref = �
37

38 ; from GRB counterpart
39 ra = 3.44615914
40 dec = -�.4�8�84�7
41 distance = 4�.7
42

43 ; trigger time from data fi�e
44 trigger_time = ${data|trigger -time}
45

46 ; axion�ambda in unit of meters
47 ; (�ambda < � -> mass�ess)
48 axion_�ambda = 2�����
49
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50 ; turn axion effects of
51 axion_q = �
52 axion_dq = �
53 axion_p = �
54

55 ; coa�escence time prior
56 [prior -de�ta_tc]
57 name = uniform
58 min -de�ta_tc = -�.1
59 max -de�ta_tc = �.1
60

61 ; we ��� set the tc by using the trigger time in the data
62 ; section of the config fi�e + de�ta_tc
63 [waveform_transforms -tc]
64 name = custom
65 inputs = de�ta_tc
66 tc = ${data|trigger -time} + de�ta_tc
67

68 ; mass priors
69 [prior -mass1]
70 name = uniform
71 min -mass1 = 1.
72 max -mass1 = 5.
73

74 [prior -mass2]
75 name = uniform
76 min -mass2 = 1.
77 max -mass2 = 5.
78

79 ; priors for spins in z-direction
80 ; (on�y coordinate used in Tay�orF2)
81 [prior -spin1z]
82 name = uniform
83 min -spin1z = -�.�5
84 max -spin1z = �.�5
85

86 [prior -spin2z]
87 name = uniform
88 min -spin2z = -�.�5
89 max -spin2z = �.�5
90

91 ;[prior -distance]
92 ;name = uniform_radius
93 ;min -distance = 2�
94 ;max -distance = 1�� name = uniform
95

96 ;[prior -ra+dec]
97 ; sky position prior
98 ;name = uniform_sky
99
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100 ; coa�escence phase prior
101 [prior -coa_phase]
102 name = uniform_ang�e
103

104 ; inc�ination prior
105 [prior -inc�ination]
106 name = sin_ang�e
107

108 ; po�arization prior
109 [prior -po�arization]
110 name = uniform_ang�e
111

112 ; sym. tida� deformabi�ity prior
113 [prior -tida�_�s]
114 name = uniform
115 min -tida�_�s = �
116 max -tida�_�s = 2���
117

118 ; axion charge prior
119 [prior -axion_q]
120 name = uniform
121 min -axion_q = -�.5
122 max -axion_q = �.5
123

124 ; axion charge difference prior
125 [prior -axion_dq]
126 name = uniform
127 min -axion_dq = -�.2
128 max -axion_dq = �.2

Listing 10: GW170817GR.ini, con�guration �le for GR-case inference parameters and priors.
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1 ; Axion case priors with GRB info
2

3 ; assume Gaussian noise in signa�
4 [mode�]
5 name = gaussian_noise
6 �ow -frequency -cutoff = 2�.�
7

8 ; waveform parameters that wi�� vary in MCMC
9 [variab�e_params]
10 de�ta_tc =
11

12 mass1 =
13 mass2 =
14

15 spin1z =
16 spin2z =
17

18 ;ra =
19 ;dec =
20 ;distance =
21

22 coa_phase =
23 inc�ination =
24 po�arization =
25

26 ; axion specific parameters
27 tida�_�s =
28 axion_q =
29 axion_dq =
30

31 ; waveform parameters that wi�� not change in MCMC
32 [static_params]
33 ; Tay�orF2 waveform temp�ate
34 approximant = Tay�orF2
35 f_�ower = 15
36 f_ref = �
37

38 ; from GRB counterpart
39 ra = 3.44615914
40 dec = -�.4�8�84�7
41 distance = 4�.7
42

43 ; trigger time from data fi�e
44 trigger_time = ${data|trigger -time}
45

46 ; axion�ambda in unit of meters
47 ; (�ambda < � -> mass�ess)
48 axion_�ambda = 2�����
49
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50 ; �ook for axions
51 ;axion_q = �
52 ;axion_dq = �
53 axion_p = �
54

55 ; coa�escence time prior
56 [prior -de�ta_tc]
57 name = uniform
58 min -de�ta_tc = -�.1
59 max -de�ta_tc = �.1
60

61 ; we��� set the tc by using the trigger time in the data
62 ; section of the config fi�e + de�ta_tc
63 [waveform_transforms -tc]
64 name = custom
65 inputs = de�ta_tc
66 tc = ${data|trigger -time} + de�ta_tc
67

68 ; mass priors
69 [prior -mass1]
70 name = uniform
71 min -mass1 = 1.
72 max -mass1 = 5.
73

74 [prior -mass2]
75 name = uniform
76 min -mass2 = 1.
77 max -mass2 = 5.
78

79 ; priors for spins in z-direction
80 ; (on�y coordinate used in Tay�orF2)
81 [prior -spin1z]
82 name = uniform
83 min -spin1z = -�.�5
84 max -spin1z = �.�5
85

86 [prior -spin2z]
87 name = uniform
88 min -spin2z = -�.�5
89 max -spin2z = �.�5
90

91 ;[prior -distance]
92 ;name = uniform_radius
93 ;min -distance = 2�
94 ;max -distance = 1�� name = uniform
95

96 ;[prior -ra+dec]
97 ; sky position prior
98 ;name = uniform_sky
99
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100 ; coa�escence phase prior
101 [prior -coa_phase]
102 name = uniform_ang�e
103

104 ; inc�ination prior
105 [prior -inc�ination]
106 name = sin_ang�e
107

108 ; po�arization prior
109 [prior -po�arization]
110 name = uniform_ang�e
111

112 ; sym. tida� deformabi�ity prior
113 [prior -tida�_�s]
114 name = uniform
115 min -tida�_�s = �
116 max -tida�_�s = 2���
117

118 ; axion charge prior
119 [prior -axion_q]
120 name = uniform
121 min -axion_q = -�.5
122 max -axion_q = �.5
123

124 ; axion charge difference prior
125 [prior -axion_dq]
126 name = uniform
127 min -axion_dq = -�.2
128 max -axion_dq = �.2

Listing 11: GW170817Ax.ini, con�guration �le for axion case inference parameters and
priors.
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1 ; input strain data from LIGO detectors for GW17�817 event
2 [data]
3 instruments = H1 L1
4 trigger -time = 1187��8882.43
5

6 ; See the documentation at
7 ; http :// pycbc.org/pycbc/�atest/htm�/inference.htm� \\

#simu�ated -bbh -examp�e
8 ; for detai�s on the fo��owing settings:
9 ana�ysis -start -time = -512
10 ana�ysis -end -time = 32
11

12 ; psd settings
13 psd -estimation = median -mean
14 psd -start -time = -18��
15 psd -end -time = 128
16 psd -inverse -�ength = 8
17 psd -segment -�ength = 8
18 psd -segment -stride = 4
19

20 ; The frame fi�es must be down�oaded from GWOSC before running.
21 ; Adjust the fi�e path as necessary.
22 frame -fi�es = H1:data/H-H1_LOSC_CLN_16_V1 -1187��7�4� -2�48. gwf \\

L1:data/L-L1_LOSC_CLN_16_V1 -1187��7�4� -2�48. gwf
23 channe� -name = H1:LOSC -STRAIN L1:LOSC -STRAIN
24 samp�e -rate = 2�48
25

26 ; We��� use a high -pass fi�ter so as not to get numerica� errors \\
from the �arge

27 ; amp�itude �ow frequency noise. Here we use 15 Hz, which is safe�y \\
be�ow the

28 ; �ow frequency cutoff of our �ike�ihood integra� (2� Hz)
29 strain -high -pass = 15
30 ; The pad -data argument is for the high -pass fi�ter: 8s are added to \\

the
31 ; beginning/end of the ana�ysis/psd times when the data is �oaded. \\

After the
32 ; high pass fi�ter is app�ied , the additiona� time is discarded.
33 pad -data = 8

Listing 12: data.ini, con�guration �le for data input of GW170817 event.
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1 ; Emcee samp�er fi�e
2 [samp�er]
3 name = emcee
4 nwa�kers = 1��
5

6 ; �ength of run
7 effective -nsamp�es = 4����
8 checkpoint -interva� = 1���
9 max -samp�es -per -chain = 4����
10

11 ; burn in finished , if one test passes
12 [samp�er -burn_in]
13 burn -in-test = nac� | max_posterior
14

15 ; Samp�ing transforms
16 [samp�ing_params]
17 ; parameters OTL wi�� be samp�ed in parametes OTR
18 mass1 , mass2 : mchirp , q
19

20 [samp�ing_transforms -mchirp+q]
21 ; inputs mass1 , mass2; outputs mchirp , q
22 name = mass1_mass2_to_mchirp_q

Listing 13: emcee.ini, con�guration �le for emcee sampler.

1 ; Emcee PT samp�er fi�e with 1� different temperatures
2 [samp�er]
3 name = emcee_pt
4 nwa�kers = 1��
5 ntemps = 1�
6

7 ; �ength of run
8 effective -nsamp�es = 4����
9 checkpoint -interva� = 1���
10 max -samp�es -per -chain = 4����
11

12 ; burn in finished , if one test passes
13 [samp�er -burn_in]
14 burn -in-test = nac� | max_posterior
15

16 ; Samp�ing transforms
17 [samp�ing_params]
18 ; parameters OTL wi�� be samp�ed in parametes OTR
19 mass1 , mass2 : mchirp , q
20

21 [samp�ing_transforms -mchirp+q]
22 ; inputs mass1 , mass2; outputs mchirp , q
23 name = mass1_mass2_to_mchirp_q

Listing 14: emceePt.ini, con�guration �le for emcee_pt sampler.
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